
How your users research is just as 
important as what they research. 
While other eBook platforms 
direct users to title-level results, 
GVRL is designed to cross search 
all of your Gale eBooks to pinpoint 
relevant material. The result? 
They spend less time looking for 
credible information, and more 
time diving into it. 

Offer your users an award-winning, 
hassle-free eBook experience 
—anytime, anywhere, and on  
any device.

TURN
RESEARCH
INTO 
RESULTS  

EMPOWER DREAMERS, DOERS,  
AND CRITICAL THINKERS

more 

ELIMINATE CHECKOUTS OR HOLDS 
Allow unlimited simultaneous access with the purchase of just one copy.

OPTIMIZE SEARCH RESULTS
Content is highly findable via detailed indexing, discovery services,  
MARC records, and through Gale’s InterLink technology—which connects 
InfoTrac periodicals to eBook content. Researchers can also search by reading 
levels or find content based on basic, intermediate, and advanced levels  
of complexity.

EASILY SHARE BOOKMARKS
With GVRL, bookmarked links never change and are sharable to non-users. 
Easily embed content on your website or in printed materials.

CUSTOMIZE YOUR COLLECTION
Gale Admin users have the ability to organize titles within a subject area  
so the most relevant titles are displayed first. Create custom collections  
or groupings of titles that align with goals and initiatives.

EMPOWER™ RESEARCH

Gale eBooks on GVRL
PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT



With information so readily available on the web today, validity  
can be a concern. Gale eBooks and other partner publishers' 
eBooks on GVRL enable users to find and retrieve digital content 
that is authoritative, reliable, and relevant—covering the subjects 
that matter most.

Gale imprints are also available on third-party platforms  
and through our wholesale partners like YBP, Baker & Taylor,  
Follett, and Ingram.

“ GVRL pulls together material  
about a topic from numerous 
different reference books instead 
of requiring users to search each 
resource separately.”  
Lesley Williams, Head of Adult Services,  
Evanston Public Library,  
Evanston, IL

“ We emphasize the need for  
students to use credible sources 
and GVRL is one of the easier 
sources to use and search.”  
Klaudia Janek, Librarian,  
International Academy,  
Bloomfield Hills, MI 

“�I�would�definitely�recommend�
GVRL. The eBooks are excellent, 
the professors really like it and 
it’s wonderful for the students ... 
it’s a one-stop shop.”  
Jill Shoemaker, Librarian, 
Lasell College,  
Newton, MA 

READSPEAKER TEXT-TO-SPEECH TECHNOLOGY
Make resources more accessible. Audio files can be downloaded and 
saved onto any mobile device and read aloud in nearly 25 languages.

ARTICLE AND INTERFACE-LEVEL TRANSLATIONS
Content can be translated into 40 languages, while the platform itself 
can be translated into more than 30 languages. 

CITATION TOOLS 
Integrated directly into the user’s workflow, formatted citations can  
be easily exported from single or multiple documents to services  
like EasyBib or NoodleTools. MLA, APA, and Chicago-style citations 
are supported. 

VARIED ARTICLE FORMATS 
Enable easy web reading with HTML or deliver a more visual 
experience with a cover-to-cover book view.
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LEARN 
MORE

THE POWER OF  
COLLABORATION
Extend the reach of your 
resources. Integrated  
G Suite for Education and 
Microsoft Office 365 tools  
enable users to easily share, 
save, and download content—
including highlights and notes.


